Community Highlight: Silver City Boston Hill Trail Signage
The Boston Hill Trail Signage and Trail Expansion project is facilitated by
multiple members of the Gila Trails and Open Space Coalition (GTOSC) and the
Town of Silver City Trails and Open Space Committee (TOSC). The Boston Hill
Open Space, located just minutes away from downtown Silver City, is comprised
of 556 acres of Town, BLM and Western New Mexico University lands. Six
organizations in Silver City, including a local cartographer and handfuls of
volunteers (including the Aldo Leopold Charter School’s Youth Conservation
Corps Trail Crew), have been working on this project since early 2019 and Phase
One of the expansion project is now complete, with approximately 4.5 miles of
new hiking, biking and trail-running trails, supported by a comprehensive map
posted at 7 trailhead sites and 14 junction sites. Trails are color-coded on the
maps, correlating to colored trail markers with directional stickers and the new
Boston Hill logo, on each trail marker. The newly created Blue Loop provides an
internal loop of the Boston Hill Open Space – there is user access to the Blue
Loop from each trailhead.

The collaboration efforts between
GTOSC members made this project possible,
from boots on the ground to cartography, from
navigating approvals from the Town to patiently
to triple-checking design and mapping drafts.

This mini-grant funding from the VIVA
Connects UNM Cancer Prevention Unit, has
allowed Boston Hill to continue to expand
projects in both scope and vision from the
original VIVA Connects application in 2018. With
updated maps complete, printed and installed, Phase Two now begins. A
collaboration between the Silver City Cycling Group and the Town of Silver City’s
Trail and Open Space Committee was recently awarded substantial funding from
the Silver City 30-Something group, allowing for more signage, upgraded and
additional kiosks, additional hiking loops, and benches.

An additional 2-3 miles of trails is anticipated to be added to the Boston Hill
trail system over the next year, including a mountain bike flow trail that would be
the first of its kind in Southwest New Mexico. Built as a one-way descent, the trail
would include several ‘features’, with a ‘b-line’ offering riders an opportunity to roll
around the feature if they wished. While the trail would offer advanced riders an
enjoyable challenge, the trail would be rideable by people of all levels and
abilities should the rider chose to miss the features.
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